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Women's Hrs. Extended: Enforcement Discussed

The problem of enforcement was handled by Faculty Council, who had scheduled the passage of a one-hour extension of women's hours on Monday night.

The Senate had been informed by the President Land regarding the passing of the extension, but feeling a certain uncertainty about the Faculty Senate, have been informed by the President Land that this move is being made for the purpose of extending the privilege of seeing the President's address. This measure has been passed unanimously in the Senate meeting.

The Senate has taken action to remove any possible objection to the President's address. They have also passed a resolution expressing their sympathy with the President in his efforts to extend the privilege of seeing the President's address.

The Senate has also passed a resolution expressing their sympathy with the President in his efforts to extend the privilege of seeing the President's address. They have also passed a resolution expressing their sympathy with the President in his efforts to extend the privilege of seeing the President's address.
Letters

To the Editor:

I deeply share your professed concern for the development of a "Community of Trust" at Kenyon, but I cannot avoid the conclusion that by your definition, there is no current desire to infuse suspicion and resentment you in those attempting to break down such a community. Let me draw attention to the following half-truths and misstatements in your issue and editorial.

1. Any tendency for student representation on the Campus Senate to be "administratively oriented" would be entirely the responsibility of the faculty and student body, by whom they are appointed.

2. It is entirely false to suggest that those who have served in previous years have been incapable of articulating student demands or of standing up to the faculty and administration. Can you provide evidence of any of these claims?" This is precisely the area which colleges are so much more effective to power students and less effective to those who are pleased to hear it.

4. I am requested to be present, as an invited observer, at the meeting of the Women's Committee and the Hakimian's Women's Committee. He is entirely my own. If one desires to hear the above, I am willing to be present but not subject to your editorial interpretation.

5. There have been no "hasty retreat to the inviolable secrecy of Faculty Council on the part of the Administration. The authority for establishing, amending, and enforcing regulations rests quite clearly with the Faculty (not with the Administration) and the "crude struggle over the grading system" is not a matter of a cause of mutual trust. It was found, in fact, to have been nothing more than the result of a misunderstanding and independence which you interpret. I am sure you will agree that the students are not responsible to the Administration, but that the Administration is responsible to the students. You, however, have no idea what the future of the College is, quite simply, as you do not, no you are representative of mature student thought. I fear that your reading is a real disservice not only to the College but also to the students, faculty, and administration, and also to the communication and independence which you interpret.

Sincerely, Richard F. Hettlinger

An editorial reaction to Mr. Hettlinger's remarks will appear on this page in the next issue of the Collegian.
The winter wrestling Lords, fresh from improving their conference record in dual meets, are gaining valuable experience in preparing for the upcoming league matches. The team has been successful in its recent dual matches and is looking forward to the upcoming conference meet.

Coach Russell feels that the most important improvement in the 1966-67 team is the fact that the athletes have experienced vigorous training. The team finished last year as the weakest in the Kenyon Colleges' history, but this year they have established a strong foundation for future success. The team has worked hard throughout the winter season, and the coaches are confident that the team will continue to improve.

The team's focus on improvement is reflected in their dedication to training. The wrestlers have been working hard in the gymnasium and on the mat, preparing for the upcoming conference meet. The team is eager to compete and show their growth and progress to the rest of the league.

The winter season has been a challenging one for the team, but the wrestlers are determined to give their best in the upcoming meet. They are looking forward to the opportunity to showcase their skills and prove their worth to the rest of the league. The team's hard work and dedication will certainly pay off, and they are excited to see what the future holds for them. The winter wrestling team is on track to make a significant impact in the league meet.
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as yet underestimated number of "not-its" will be observers and vary with different sections and different groups. Work for the credit students, which is expected to require 39-25 per cent of a student's time, will include a intensive reading of about 16 books a year, and writing 2 or 3 major papers related to the conference topic.

Before the first visitor arrives in Jimmerson, the work will consist in a systematic investigation of the subject of the man's or the man's work in the subject. The visitor will probably address the Gambier community, as Walter Heller did November 19, on a topic related to the conference paper; he will be presenting later to his colleagues. The distinguished guest will spend about 15 days meeting with the seminar class and attending informal gatherings of interested students in the library.

After the conference members leave, the class will examine what affect he had on their thinking, and, in the effort to maintain continuity and understanding of the year's topic, continue work on reading books and papers until the next visit.

Early this month, the first of a series of meetings of interested department heads will be held to develop the formal topic for next year's conference and to work out arrangements for the seminar course. There will be consultation about to which department if any the seminar topic course will belong and whether there will be awarded to 4 or 1 undergraduate seminar credit. The preliminary registration for the course next month.

Professor Horwitz decided to come to Kenyon from mammoth Brown University because he found a closer relationship with the undergraduate, the kind of teaching that is important, and a teaching of political science that is dominated by concern for statistical, scientific, and behavioral problems. It is his hope that the public will be related to as much political science as possible.

Mr. Horwitz wished to build a "small but distinctively good" department, a department that is not only closer to Kenyon, but in his view, it is the kind of department that is "question: whom do you know in the profession?" He thought of Robert Goldwin and the PCC. When he was in Chicago, partici-
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pleadfully with the Visitor, Sir Henry is not going to make the attention of an official when he needs," such as the Prokopoff is by all general clarity and stress in a way that the Boyd managed to accomplish.

Unfortunately, this aspect of Mrs. Boyd's performance that detracted from playing—her left hand—did some places this mannerism which was sufficient to cause the listeners to watch this particular area of play. But all in all, the audience re-

the women's hours law in 1912, which would be creating a law does. To

the people 14-25 to end that such people during the summer nights is absurd," he said.

"If they want students extended, they should let States, they have the penalties for violation there. He estimates that the 130 or 2 a.m. on Saturday.

In general summary on a problem of student unemployment, Mrs. Boyd cooperation from students, they have to make their own

Bill Schaal, student representative, ideally this should be a student

the problem, and less, I would not feel the responsibility more complex. While it would be nice

the views on the NRA an argument that the student representative: what students are responsible for us-

Kenyon Proposes E. German Study
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covered by grants to the prov-

the seminar will be conducted in Bad Godesberg, near Bonn.

The seminar will provide the students with "representatives of the major political parties and lobby groups." Therefore the "grouping of the German" is a pivotal issue.

Mr. Horwitz makes a return to Kenyon, concluding seminar and exami-

national will be conducted. The seminar will be a systematic re-

view with the results recorded for a full report to be circulated among sponsoring agencies and participants. Participation in the Institute will result in eight to

he began collecting East German literature in 1948, has already purchased a large number of volumes and records. It is expected that "distinguished guests," and on the conference itself, will be present. The PACC for as far as student partic-

Kenyon Proposes E. German Study
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a seminar on East German literature to be conducted in Bad Godesberg, near Bonn. The seminar will provide the students with "representatives of the major political parties and lobby groups." Therefore the "grouping of the German" is a pivotal issue.

Mr. Horwitz makes a return to Kenyon, concluding seminar and exami-

national will be conducted. The seminar will be a systematic re-

view with the results recorded for a full report to be circulated among sponsoring agencies and participants. Participation in the Institute will result in eight to ten months of credit.
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spleadfully with the Visitor, Sir Henry is not going to make the attention of an official when he needs," such as the Prokopoff is by all general clarity and stress in a way that the Boyd managed to accomplish.

Unfortunately, this aspect of Mrs. Boyd's performance that detracted from playing—her left hand—did some places this mannerism which was sufficient to cause the listeners to watch this particular area of play. But all in all, the audience re-

the women's hours law in 1912, which would be creating a law does. To

the people 14-25 to end that such people during the summer nights is absurd," he said.

"If they want students extended, they should let States, they have the penalties for violation there. He estimates that the 130 or 2 a.m. on Saturday.

In general summary on a problem of student unemployment, Mrs. Boyd cooperation from students, they have to make their own